You can read the recommendations in the user guide, the technical guide or the installation guide for RANE FAC 28. You'll find the
answers to all your questions on the RANE FAC 28 in the user manual (information, specifications, safety advice, size, accessories,
etc.). Detailed instructions for use are in the User's Guide.
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Manual abstract:
The response is 48dB down just one octave away from the crossover frequency. This allows drivers to be operated only in their most linear regions. Beyond
their linear limits all frequencies are attenuated so quickly that driver nonlinearities and interaction cease to be significant. This narrowing of the crossover
region also reduces the problems associated with time correcting speaker systems. Any misbehavior is restricted to such a small frequency band that simply
correcting the phase differences between drivers is usually sufficient for most systems. For this reason, the FAC 28 provides a variable phase correction
circuit to adjust for driver phase differences caused by misaligned speakers. This control varies the respective phase shift between outputs from 0 to 180
degrees. @@@@@@@@@@@@The mono two-way design of the FAC 28 ensures maximum flexibility. As requirements change, additional FAC 28s
quickly expand the system. @@@@@@@@Identical modules make life simpler.
Next, interconnect is easy. @@Use the 3-pin connectors for the main input and the final outputs. Use the ¼" TRS connectors for all inter-module wiring.
@@In each case (until you get to the last FAC 28), the upper-half of the unit is not used. So setting and changing the system during set-up involves only using
the bottom row of controls in their natural order.
For example, a 4-way system requires 3 modules. From left-toright: the bottom controls of the 1st module adjust the Subwoofer output; the bottom controls of
the 2nd module adjust the Low Mid output; and the bottom controls of the 3rd module controls the High Mid output, while the top of the 3rd module controls
the High output. Monoed sub-woofer applications require summing of two LF outputs before driving the sub-woofer power amplifier. The LF Summing input
of the FAC 28 facilitates this requirement. Simply patching one LF output to this input produces a monoed sub-woofer output.
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